PURPOSE: Journal of Developing Areas (JDA) aims to stimulate rigorous empirical and theoretical research on all issues directly or indirectly related to economics and business practices of developing countries. It also intends to encourage research on economic, financial, social, urban/regional, and the inner-city problems of the United States and other developed countries of the world.

GENERAL POLICY: 1. JDA is a quarterly journal published in English. 2. It is electronically available with the Project MUSE of Johns Hopkins University Press which is our Online provider and distributor (http://muse.jhu.edu/journal_of_developing_areas/). For subscription rates, please check with Project MUSE office 3. JDA reserves the right to change its subscription rates, editorial and publication policies at any time without prior notice.

ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING: Through Project MUSE of Johns Hopkins University Press alone, currently JDA is being subscribed by more than 1,900 major libraries around the world. Many other libraries have access to JDA via JSTOR, ProQuest, EbscoHost and Cengage. Our journal is also indexed by Google, Google Scholar, Dgruyter’s IBZ, & IBR. JDA is also included in Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA), SCImago and in many other indexes of the world. It is also available on Research Gate, Zetoc List of Journals, Norwegian Register for Scientific Journals, EconLit of American Economic Review, SUNY-Oswego Journals List. Journal of Developing Areas has been rated by Cabell, Anne-Harzig Journals Quality List and ABS (British Business Schools List) - as High Influence, ‘B’, and ‘1*’ respectively. It may have been rated by other agencies beyond our knowledge. In 2014, JDA joined RePEc, one of the largest Online open bibliographies on Economics and Business disciplines. This Web-portal includes more than 4,700 business journals. Tens of millions of scholars from all over the world visit this platform every year. When JDA became a part of RePEc, its impact factor was as low as 0.16, now, as of April 2020, it is as high as 1.14. In the future, this number is expected to rise gradually and steadily. Present impact factor of JDA means that, on average, out of every 4 papers published in it, about 3 of them are being cited by other RePEc journals.